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ABSTRACT

The OpenMC Monte Carlo transport code has been identified as a possible candidate for
generating homogenized cross sections for the CORD-2 core design package. In this work we
present a comparison between OpenMC, Serpent and WIMS-D calculations on a burnup exam-
ple for the central cell in a 3x3 cell geometry. A new WIMS-D library with 191 nuclides based
on data from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library was created. The differences in isotopic compositions
calculated with Serpent, OpenMC and WIMS-D were analyzed. The newly created WIMS-D li-
brary has helped to narrow down many differences in the calculated burnup-dependent isotopic
compositions, but some differences remain. A method for calculating the multiplication factor
from cross sections based on two group diffusion approximation was derived to bring reactivity
estimates by different codes on the same basis. OpenMC proved to be a promising method for
generating homogenized cross sections for reactor core design calculations within the CORD-2
system.

1 INTRODUCTION

Core design calculations based on deterministic methods can be performed in several
stages. The CORD-2 core design package [1] for pressurized water reactors uses three stages,
the first of which is a fuel cell calculation including the nearest neighbours, making a 3x3 cell
grid with periodic boundary conditions, the second is a fuel assembly level calculation with
critical albedo boundary condition [2]. Both stages include the effective diffusion cross section
homogenisation (EDH) [3] that preserves partial currents on the boundary of the region of inter-
est. The third stage is a global calculation of the entire reactor core. The first stage is performed
with the WIMSD-5B transport code [4], which calculates homogenized cross sections for the
central cell in a 3x3 cell geometry and the burnup-dependent isotopic composition for the en-
tire fuel lifetime. The isotopic composition of the fuel cell is exported to a text-based ISOlib
library, which is interpolated by the CORD-2 package to estimate the fuel isotopic composition
under different average conditions during burnup, such as enrichment, moderator density, fuel
temperature and boron concentration. The possibility of replacing the deterministic calculation
with a stochastic calculation using the Serpent code has been extensively explored in the past
[5] and provided promising results despite significantly longer calculation times [2]. Another
option would be to use the OpenMC code [6], which is released as open-source software and
therefore suitable for integration into other core design packages.
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The present paper presents code comparison of three cell-cluster calculations in a 3x3 grid
to compare not only the differences between the results obtained with a stochastic and a deter-
ministic method, but also between two stochastic methods. The calculations were performed
using the ENDF/B-VIII.0 [7] library. A new WIMS-D library was created using methods based
on the WLUP project [8]. The new WIMS-D library improves our understanding of the dif-
ferences between the calculated isotopic compositions using different codes and enable us to
perform further WIMS-D calculations with nuclear data obtained from a modern nuclear data
library.

1.1 Problem definition

The inter-comparison focuses on a single burnup case with a 3x3 lattice of fuel elements
without any in-fuel burnable absorbers and a pitch of 1.243 80 cm. The geometry is displayed
on Figure 1.

Figure 1: Geometry of the burnup calculation.The fuel is colored in red, helium in yellow,
zirconium in green, water is blue and the black circle surrounding the elements is the cladding.

Parameters such as fuel and moderator temperatures, enrichment, boron concentration and
power density were chosen to mimic a scenario at the Krško Nuclear Power Plant with high fuel
enrichment and relatively low boron concentration. The exact starting material compositions
and fuel radii were calculated using the WICORD code, which is part of the core design package
CORD-2, taking into account the average core conditions during burnup, as well as fuel thermal
expansion.

Table 1: Nominal burnup calculation parameters

Quantity Value
Fuel mass (HM) 420.0 kg
Fuel enrichment 5.2%
Fuel temperature 1000.0 K
Moderator temperature 595.0 K
Moderator density 0.6750 g cm−3

Boron concentration 300.0 ppm
Power density 46.3476 MW t−1HM
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2 PREPARATION OF NUCLEAR DATA LIBRARIES

The two stochastic codes OpenMC and Serpent track all nuclides for which nuclear data
are available. For Serpent calculations the decay chains were automatically constructed from
the nuclear data files using default settings. OpenMC provides decay chains in xml format for
some configurations, but not for the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library. A decay chain was generated using
the built-in routine, but some decay chains were missing capture reactions to excited states,
which were added later. The missing capture reactions are present in the ENDF/B-VII.1 based
library published on the OpenMC website, which is derived from the standard Serpent library.
Ultimately, the same branching ratios were adopted for the ENDF/B-VIII.0 based OpenMC
library for consistency.

Preparing nuclear data libraries for deterministic codes is usually a more involved pro-
cess, and the WIMS-D libraries are no exception. As a starting point, the NJOY inputs for
ENDF/B-VII.0 from the WLUP update project [8] were updated to work with the ENDF/B-VIII.0
library. These inputs contain a wider range of materials and temperatures up to 2000 K com-
pared to the original set described in the WLUP documentation. The first change was the
addition of the isotopes 50V, 51V, 12C, and 13C, since natural compositions for vanadium and
carbon are no longer available in the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library.

All libraries were used to create ISOlib files, which are text-based databases of burnup-
dependent isotopic compositions for the 3x3 test case. The resulting ISOlib databases were
compared with the ISOPLT program of CORD-2 that produces plots of burnup-dependent iso-
topic compositions for all tracked nuclides and a comparison of multiplication factors. Differ-
ences in isotopic compositions were examined on a case-by-case basis. Some arise from the fact
that the WIMS-D library does not track as many nuclides as the stochastic codes. In some cases
it was necessary to add nuclides to complete the missing reaction pathways. In this way, the
number of nuclides in the WIMS-D library was increased from 185 to 191. The complete list
of nuclides added to the WIMS-D library is given in the Table 2. 159Gd has no capture product
because 160Gd is not important and is implicitly included in the pseudo-fission product material.
158Gd was defined as a capture product of 157Eu because 158Eu has a relatively short half-life of
49.5 min and decays into 158Gd.

Table 2: New isotopes added to the WIMS-D library with their respective capture and decay
products

New nuclide Capture product Decay product
156Eu 157Eu 156Gd
157Eu 158Gd 157Gd
159Gd Void 158Gd
159Dy 160Dy 158Gd
159Tb 160Tb Stable
160Tb 161Dy 160Dy

The isotopic composition of the fuel in the central element of the lattice was followed up
to 105 MWd/tHM (megawatt-days per tonne of heavy metal) and compared both on an absolute
scale and as a ratio. Special attention was paid to isotopes that have two capture products, since
the WIMS-D library format does not provide a way to enter more than one capture product and
approximations are used to simulate them. Two of these products are 147Pm and 241Am. Fission
yield of 147Pm is split into two fractions according to the branching ratio forming two nuclides
with identical cross sections, one of which transforms through capture to 148gPm and the other
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to 148mPm. Figure 2 shows the burnup-dependent concentration of the two 148Pm nuclides. It
can be seen that the WIMS-D calculation leads to a higher concentration of 148gPm and a lower
concentration of 148mPm than either of the stochastic codes, mainly due to differences in the
assumed branching ratios. The branching ratios are in principle energy-dependent. The values
at thermal and at 2 MeV from different evaluated data libraries are listed in Table 3. None of
the major libraries provides the branching ratios, except TENDL-2019 [9]. The value adopted
in the WIMS-D library is from the Atlas of Neutron Resonances [10].

Table 3: Branching ratios on capture in 147Pm for the production of 148gPm in different evaluated
nuclear data libraries.

Thermal 2 MeV Library
0.43 - Atlas [10]
0.533 0.742 EAF-2010 [11]
0.533 0.545 JEFF-3.1/A [12]
0.570 0.633 TENDL-2019 [9]

Mass of 61-Pm-148 vs Burnup in the assembly type FU - WH E= 5.200
RO= 0.675 TM= 595 TF= 1000 CB= 300 PR= 0
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Mass of 561-Pm-148 vs Burnup in the assembly type FU - WH E= 5.200
RO= 0.675 TM= 595 TF= 1000 CB= 300 PR= 0
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(b) Excited state

Figure 2: The WIMS calculation produced more 148Pm in the ground state and less 148Pm in the
excited state

A different approximation is used in the WIMS-D library to generate the ground and the
excited states of 242Am. Since WIMS-D does not accept two capture products for one nuclide,
the less-important 242Am is treated as a fission product. The fission cross section of 241Am
is replaced by the scaled capture cross section so that the capture to fission ratio of a typical
thermal reactor is preserved. The effective ”fission yield” is the capture to fission ratio so as to
approximately reproduce the 242gAm production.

The production of 242mAm is defined in the usual way by capture in 241Am, taking the
branching ratio into account. The Approximation is validated by correct production of 243Am.
The concentration of 242gAm predicted by OpenMC, Serpent and WIMS are similar, but Ser-
pent calculation results in a lower concentration of 242mAm because the default branching ratio
for Serpent was taken from the JEFF-3.1 data library [12]. The branching ratio in JEFF-3.1
at thermal is 0.081, while the ENDF/B-VIII.0 gives 0.10 at thermal and 0.43 at 2 MeV. The
spectrum-averaged branching ratio is thus close to 0.11, adopted in the WIMS-D library. In the
OpenMC calculation the branching ratio of 0.13 was used.
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Mass of 195-Am-242 vs Burnup in the assembly type FU - WH E= 5.200
RO= 0.675 TM= 595 TF= 1000 CB= 300 PR= 0
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(a) Ground state

Mass of 95-Am-242 vs Burnup in the assembly type FU - WH E= 5.200
RO= 0.675 TM= 595 TF= 1000 CB= 300 PR= 0
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(b) Excited state

Figure 3: Burnup dependant concentrations of 242Am nuclides

Some differences exist also among nuclides with one capture product, 95Mo has around
10% higher concentration when computed with WIMS-D compared to the other two codes and
the concentrations of 109Ag computed with WIMS-d are around 10% lower. With 115In, 125Sb,
127I and 113Cd the OpenMC and WIMS-D calculated concentrations match within a few percent,
but the Serpent calculated concentrations differ by more than 50%. The 135I concentration
matches between WIMS-D and Serpent mid-cycle, but OpenMC derived concentration is off
by about 5%. The concentrations of 147Pm and 147Sm match between all codes up to the middle
of the fuel life, but diverge afterwards due to slower build-up in WIMS-D. The WIMS-D derived
concentrations of 151Sm, 152Sm, 151Eu, 152Eu differ from the ones calculated with OpenMC or
Serpent by approximately 25%. The lighter actinides 232Th, 233Pa, 232U and 233U are currently
not calculated in WIMS-D because they are produced through (n,2n) reactions, which are not
explicitly present in a WIMS-D library.

3 MULTIPLICATION FACTOR COMPARISON

In addition to isotopic compositions, ISOlib libraries include a burnup-dependent multi-
plication factor. The multiplication factor is a useful integral quantity because it depends on
several cross sections, although a suitable multiplication factor does not guarantee the correct-
ness of the cross sections. Since the lattice problem was computed with periodic boundary
conditions, the multiplication factor k is equal to kinf . Despite its simple definition as the ratio
between two successive neutron generations, not all transport programs calculate the multipli-
cation factor in the same way. Differences in the way the neutron multiplication factor is ac-
counted for can result in differences of up to 0.4% in keff when the same problem is computed
using different Monte-Carlo codes [13]. Another problem when comparing the multiplication
factor is that only the multiplication factor of the central element of the 3x3 grid needs to be ex-
tracted. This is easily accomplished in WIMS-D and Serpent, but OpenMC does not provide a
well-documented way to do this. For these two reasons, we derived a common method for com-
puting the multiplication factor based on the homogenized effective cross sections computed by
stochastic codes.
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−D1∇2φ1 + Σ1φ1 = 1/k (ν1Σf1φ1 + ν2Σf2φ2) + Σ (2→1)φ2

−D2∇2φ2 + Σ2φ2 = Σ 1→2φ1

Σ1 = Σa1 + Σ1→2

Σ2 = Σa2 + Σ2→1

(1)

The multiplication factor was derived from the two-group diffusion equation with both
up-scattering and down-scattering and assuming that all neutrons are born in the fast energy
group. They are written out in eq. (1), where D is the diffusion coefficient, Σa, Σf and Σ 1→2

are absorption, fission and scattering cross sections and φ is the neutron flux. The equations
for an infinite medium can be written out in matrix form (2) and solved for k when the matrix
determinant equals zero (3).[

Σ1 − 1
k

(ν1Σf1)
1
k

(ν2Σf2) + Σ2→1

Σ1→2 Σ2

] [
φ1

φ2

]
(2)

k =
Σ2ν1Σf1φ1 + ν2Σf2φ2Σ1→2

Σ1Σ2 − Σ1→2Σ2→1

(3)

The resulting multiplication factors match within their statistical uncertainty for all three
compared codes when normalized to 500 MWd/tHM burnup. When compared on the absolute
scale, the WIMS calculation shows a consistent offset of 4% compared to Serpent and OpenMC
results, which is about 1100 pcm (parts per 100 000) at zero burnup. The multiplication factors
from OpenMC and Serpent calculations are within 100 pcm. (Figure 4). The results in [2] report
a smaller difference in neutron multiplication factor calculated with WIMS and Serpent for a
problem with similar geometry with fresh fuel, but the calculations are not directly comparable
because of a slightly tuned model for self-shielding.

4 CONCLUSION

Thanks to its open source nature, a free license and an active developer community,
OpenMC offers an attractive option for integration into core design packages such as CORD-2.
We used OpenMC to generate burnup-dependent isotopic compositions of fuel in a 3x3 grid
with periodic boundary conditions, and compared it to similar libraries generated using Serpent
and WIMS-D. In addition to the isotopic composition, the multiplication factor of the central
fuel cell was also compared. This quantity is calculated directly by WIMS-D, but had to be
estimated for both stochastic calculations from homogenized cross sections for the central cell
using a two-group formula for kinf derived from the two-group diffusion approximation. Since
agreement between three transport and burnup codes is not a guarantee of correctness, the goal
of the comparison was not to achieve complete agreement of the results but to identify and un-
derstand the differences. Based on the results, a new WIMS-D library was created based on the
ENDF/B-VIII.0 library with 196 nuclides. Burnup calculations with the new WIMS-D library
still lead to some differences that need to be investigated in the future. There are many reasons
for such differences, such as transport approximations in the WIMS-D code, missing reaction
paths, a smaller number of nuclides tracked in WIMS-D, differences in the treatment of neutron
mutliplication reactions, and the treatment of branching reactions. The work presented in this
paper will enable us to use the new WIMS-D library based on the latest nuclear data from the
ENDF/B-VIII.0 library in nuclear design calculations and provide us with a new alternative for
generating homogenized effective cross sections with OpenMC.
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Reactivity KI vs Burnup in the assembly type FU - WH E= 5.200
RO= 0.675 TM= 595 TF= 1000 CB= 300 PR= 0
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Figure 4: Comparison of neutron multiplication factor in units of pcm (105(k − 1)).
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